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Abstract: To achieve the spatial variable curvature bending process of metal pipes, one 3PUU–3RPS
hybrid mechanism designed for the free-bending forming of pipes is presented in this study. Its
kinematics model was conducted based on theoretical analysis, and the obtained result was validated
through ADAMS simulation. Through the theoretical analysis, the inverse position model of the
proposed mechanical construction, which can show the relationship between the motion and the
drive of the working platform, was presented. The velocity Jacobian matrix was also obtained and
analyzed by establishing the inverse velocity model and inverse acceleration model. In addition, the
static stiffness analysis of the proposed mechanical construction was also conducted in ABAQUS.
Finally, by investigating its working space, the capability of 3PUU–3RPS mechanism was proved.

Keywords: pipe; free bending; hybrid mechanism; kinematics analysis

1. Introduction

The metal pipe not only has good forming property, but also has the characteristics of
high strength, high stiffness, and high material utilization [1]. Therefore, the metal pipe
has important applications in various industrial fields, such as electric power construction,
railway construction, ships, furniture, and other areas of infrastructure. In aerospace, the
metal pipe is also widely used in large precision machinery equipment and other high-end
areas [2,3]. Therefore, many researchers are studying the precise forming of the metal
pipe. H. Li et al. [4] established an AFE-based hybrid analytical-numerical framework for
neutral layer shifting (NLS) calculation in tube bending. J. Wu et al. [5] proposed a new
comprehensive strategy for the springback control of 3D tubes. J. Ma et al. [6] developed a
generalized analytical model to accurately analyze springback in the bending of tubular
materials. H. Yang et al. [7] developed a differential heating-based bending method to
break the forming limit of difficult-to-form tubular materials. In the past few years, many
efforts have been made to predict and compensate for springback [8–12].

However, among the manufacturing processes of metal pipes, the common bending
forming methods include roll bending, draw bending, press bending, push bending and
rotary-draw bending, etc. [13]. At present, with the developing requirement on the di-
rections of lightweight miniaturization and integration of aerospace products, the space
complexity and forming precision of pipeline are greatly improved, and higher require-
ments for the production of bending pipes are given. In order to meet these requirements,
some new forming devices for metal pipes have to been developed [14,15].

To overcome the shortcomings of traditional bending methods, some ways to real-
ize the spatial variable curvature-bending forming have been gradually developed [16].
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As a new technology, 3D free-bending technology has the great potential to be suitable
for the most tubes and profiles because of its geometrical flexibility and efficiency [17].
Plettke et al. [18] proposed a new method (free bending) which is suitable for arbitrary
curve forming in space. The key point of this method is to gradually push the pipe through
a bending die which can rotate freely within a certain angle of space. The shape of the
bent pipe is controlled by adjusting the rotation of the mobile die. Free bending permits
bending of almost all geometries. However, the minimum bending radius is approximately
2.5 times the pipe diameter, and it is also sensitive to the changes in material property.

P. Gantner et al. [19] developed a new bending technique in the hydroforming process
chain, which is particularly suitable for the bending profile and tube cross-sections and
has advantageous characteristics, such as fast bending speeds and an almost free definable
bending geometry with transitionless bend-in-bends and spline bends without re-clamping.

S. Chatti et al. [20] carried out the numerical simulation studies on the torque su-
perposed spatial bending (TSS) [21,22] and three-roll bending [23,24] processes. Based
on the roll-bending process, dynamically adjusting the bending profile and superposing
torque, controlling forming process parameters are given to achieve the purpose of bending
different radii and angles.

H. Goto et al. [25,26] proposed a new type of multifunctional pipe-bending machine.
By feeding the pipe into the fixed die and mobile die, adjusting the position of the mobile
die can achieve bending. The bending radius is controlled by the relative distance and
direction of the mobile die with the fixed die, and the bending angle is controlled by
adjusting the feed length of the pipe. The movement of the mobile die is controlled by
6-DOF parallel kinematics (PKM).

Combining serial mechanisms with parallel mechanisms can allow these mechanisms
to take full advantages of each other. Therefore, this paper proposes a new type of hybrid
mechanism with 3PUU–3RPS structure which can better serve the needs of the spatial
variable curvature bending of the metal pipe. The analysis of degrees of freedom, inverse
position calculation, the analysis of kinematics and dynamics, stiffness analysis, workspace
analysis, and other aspects of the new hybrid mechanism are studied. It turns out that the
hybrid mechanism has less cumulative error, higher stiffness, and higher loading capacity
than the series mechanism. Compared with the traditional parallel mechanism, the hybrid
mechanism is easier to realize real-time control, and its workspace is also increased.

2. The Structural Design of Pipe-Bending Machine

The principle of spatial variable curvature bending forming is shown in Figure 1. This
process consists of a fixed die, a mobile die, and a pusher [27,28]. The fixed die acts as a
fixed pipe and guide. The mobile die can move and rotate in space and is the main part of
this machine. The role of the pusher is feeding pipe. Each parameter is presented in Figure 1
and Table 1. The relationship among parameters is as seen in Equation (1). By this equation,
it is found that the bending radius R of the pipe is related to V and u (detailed explanations
of these parameters are given in Table 1). The rotation angle of mobile die θ is only for the
purpose that the thrust of the mobile die to the pipe is perpendicular to the pipe.{

R = u2+V2

2u = u
2 + V2

2u
θ = arcsin V

R
(1)
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can do the translation and rotation motions in space. A new type of pipe-bending con-
struction is presented in this paper, as is shown in Figure 2. The mobile die of this machine 
is a kind of 3PUU–3RPS structure. The device is mainly composed of a mounting frame, 
a pusher, a fixed die, and a mobile die. The mobile die is composed of a 3PUU moving 
part and a 3RPS rotary part, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 1. Principle of spatial variable curvature bending forming.

Table 1. Bending parameters of pipe.

R Bending radius of the pipe
V Distance between the fixed die and the mobile die
u Offset between the center line of the fixed die and the center of the mobile die
θ Angle of rotation of the mobile die

By understanding the principle of spatial variable curvature-bending forming, it is
found that the most important part of the pipe-bending machine is the mobile die, which can
do the translation and rotation motions in space. A new type of pipe-bending construction
is presented in this paper, as is shown in Figure 2. The mobile die of this machine is a kind
of 3PUU–3RPS structure. The device is mainly composed of a mounting frame, a pusher,
a fixed die, and a mobile die. The mobile die is composed of a 3PUU moving part and a
3RPS rotary part, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 4. 3RPS rotary part.

The Analysis on Degree of Freedom

The 3PUU moving part proposed in this article has three parallel branched chains
which are asymmetrically distributed in space. Each connecting chain is composed of
prismatic (P), lower universal, and upper universal joints arranged from the base to the
output link. In the first two branches, the axis of the first revolute joint of lower universal
(U) joints is perpendicular to the based platform-A, whereas the axis of the second revolute
joints of the upper U joint is perpendicular to the moving platform-a. In the third branch,
the axis of the first revolute joint of the lower U joint is parallel to the based platform-A, and
the axis of the second revolute joints of upper U joint is parallel to the moving platform-a,
as is shown in Figure 3.

For the first branched chain, the coordinate system is established as shown in Figure 5.
The X-axis and Z-axis are along the two axes of the U joints; the Y-axis is perpendicular to
the crosshead plane of the U joints. Therefore, in the initial assembly position, the screw
system of the branch chain can be written as follows:

$1 =
(

0 0 0; 0 e1 f1
)

$2 =
(

0 0 1 0 0 0
)

$3 =
(

1 0 0; 0 0 0
)

$4 =
(

1 0 0; 0 e4 f4
)

$5 =
(

0 0 1 d5 0 0
) . (2)

To calculate the reciprocal screw of five kinematic screws, all the variables in Equation (2)
are imported into the formula $r ◦ $i = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3), and the constraint screw of the single
branched chain can be obtained as follows:

$r
1 =

(
0 0 0; 0 1 0

)
. (3)

For the third branched chain, the coordinate system is established as shown in Figure 6.
The X-axis and Y-axis are along the two axes of the U joints; the Z-axis is perpendicular to
the crosshead plane of the U joints. Therefore, in the initial assembly position, the screw
system of branch chain can be written as follows:

$1 =
(

0 0 0; 0 e1 f1
)

$2 =
(

1 0 0; 0 0 0
)

$3 =
(

0 1 0; 0 0 0
)

$4 =
(

0 1 0; d4 0 0
)

$5 =
(

1 0 0; 0 e5 0
) . (4)

To calculate the reciprocal screw of five kinematic screws, all the variables in Equation (4)
are imported into the formula $r ◦ $i = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3), and the constraint screw of the single
branched chain can be obtained as follows:

$r
3 =

(
0 0 0; 0 0 1

)
. (5)
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In Equations (3) and (5), the first three elements of the constraint spiral are all zero.
Thus, these two constraint screws are both constraint couples and perpendicular to the
crosshead plane of the respective U joints. The second constraint screw is the same as the
first one. Because three couples of branched chains are not parallel and linearly independent
of each other, three independent constraints act on the moving platform-a. These three
constrained couples constrain three rotational degrees of freedom, and the mobile platform
has only three translational degrees of freedom. Therefore, the mobile platform can move
along the X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis and the directions of any linear combination of them.
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The 3RPS rotary part has three parallel branched chains which are symmetrically
distributed in space, as shown in Figure 4. Each connecting chain is composed of revolute
(R), prismatic (P), and spherical (S) joints. For the first branched chain, the coordinate
system is established (Figure 7). The origin is the first kinematic pair. The X-axis is along
the axis of this revolute (R) joint, and the Z-axis is perpendicular to the based plane. Thus,
the screw system of branch chain can be written as follows:

$1 =
(

1 0 0; 0 0 0
)

$2 =
(

0 0 0; 0 e f
)

$3 =
(

1 0 0; 0 f −e
)

$4 =
(

0 1 0; − f 0 0
)

$5 =
(

0 0 1; e 0 0
) . (6)

In the same way, the constraint screw of the single branched chain can be obtained as follows:

$r =
(
1 0 0; 0 f −e

)
. (7)
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For the 3RPS rotary part, the three chains have a similar constraining force. This
force can be applied on the rotary platform-b, located on the center of respective branched
chain’s sphere joint and parallel to the axis of revolute joint. These three constraining forces
are linearly independent and limited to three freedom degrees of the rotary platform-b.
Through the analysis, the limited degrees of freedom include two translational degrees and
one rotational degree. Thus, the rotary platform can only have a two-dimensional rotation
in the plane and a translation along the Z-axis.

Through analysis, the 3PUU-3RPS mobile die has six degrees of freedom in total. The
degree of freedom normally can also be calculated by using Equation (8). With the obtained
results M = 6, the determined degree of freedom can be regarded as consistent with the
theoretical obtained results, which also confirms the accuracy of analysis of 3PUU-3RPS system:

M = d(n− g− 1) +
g

∑
i=1

fi + v = 6× (15− 18− 1) + 30 + 0 = 6. (8)

3. Kinematic Analysis

Considering the independence between the 3PUU moving part and the 3RPS rotary
part in the 3PUU-3RPS, in coming sections these two parts can be studied and analyzed
respectively.

3.1. Inverse Position Model
3.1.1. Inverse Position Model of 3PUU Moving Part

As shown in Figure 8, the based coordinate system is given. In the initial position, the
moving coordinate system o′ − x′y′z′ coincides with the based coordinate system o− xyz.
The direction from the origin O to O′ can be represented by a vector P, and the direction
cosine matrix R is represented by Euler angles as is Equation (9), and Cφ, Cθ , Cψ, Sφ, Sθ , Sψ

represent cos φ, cos θ, cos ψ, sin φ, sin θ, sin ψ, respectively.

o
o′R =

CφCθCψ − SφSψ −CφCθSψ − SφCψ CφSθ

SφCθCψ + CφSψ −SφCθCψ + CφSψ SφSθ

−SθCψ SθSψ Cθ

 (9)
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Through the analysis of the degree of freedom, it is found that the 3PUU moving part
only has three translational degrees of freedom, which induces φ = θ = ψ = 0. Thus, the
homogeneous transfer matrix o

o′T of the moving platform relative to the based platform can
be written as follows:

o
o′T =


1 0 0 ∆x
0 1 0 ∆y
0 0 1 ∆z
0 0 0 1

, (10)

where ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z represent the moving distances of the platform a relative to the
based platform-A along three directions of the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, respectively.

To conveniently describe the posture of each branch, a moving coordinate system
Mi − xiyizi is established at the center of the U joints which connect the slider and the fixed-
length rod, where i represents the connecting chain number (i = 1, 2, 3). The z-axis of the
coordinate system is along the direction of the fixed-length rod. The y-axis is determined by
the right-hand rule with the z-axis and the zi-axis. The direction cosine matrix o

Mi
R of the

coordinate system relative to the based coordinate system can be written as Equation (11),
and the position of the fixed rod in the based coordinate system can be expressed by
Equation (12):

o
Mi

R =

CφiCθi −Sφi CφiSθi
SφiCθi Cφi SφiSθi
−Sθi 0 Cθi

 (11)

li =
O
Mi

R · lMi =
O
Mi

R

0
0
l

 =

lCφiSθi
lSφiSθi

lCφi

, (i = 1, 2, 3), (12)

where P represents the position where the center of the moving platform o′ in based
coordinate system, Ai and ai represent the position coordinate of point Ai and ai in
the based coordinate system, aoi represents the position where point ai in the moving
coordinate system o′ − x′y′z′, R represents the radius of platform-A, r represents the radius
of platform-a, di represents the translational distance of the slider, vector ei represents the
unit vector that position of the screw in based coordinate system, li represents the position
of the fixed-length rod in the based coordinate system, lMi represents the position of the
fixed-length rod in the moving coordinate system Mi − xiyizi, Mi represents the position of
point Mi in the based coordinate system. Through geometrical relation, Equations (13)–(18)
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can be obtained. Based these formulas, the translational distance of the slider di can be
calculated by mathematical methods, as Equation (19):

aoi =

 r cos βi
−r sin βi

0

, (i = 1, 2, 3) (13)

Ai =

 R cos βi
−R sin βi

0

, (i = 1, 2, 3) (14)

ei =

− cos α cos βi
cos α sin βi

sin α

, (i = 1, 2, 3) (15)

Mi = Ai + diei, (i = 1, 2, 3) (16)

li = αi −Mi = αi −Ai − diei, (i = 1, 2, 3) (17)

ai =
o
o′T · aoi, (i = 1, 2, 3) (18)

di =
(

ai
T −Ai

T
)

ei +

√
[(ai

T −Ai
T)ei]

2 − ‖αi −Ai‖2 + li2, (i = 1, 2, 3). (19)

3.1.2. Inverse Position Model of 3RPS Rotary Part

As shown in Figure 9, the x-axis of the based coordinate system points to a1, the
z-axis is perpendicular to the moving platform-a. The x′-axis of the moving coordinate
system points to b1, the z′-axis is perpendicular to the rotary platform-b. In the initial
position, the moving coordinate system o′ − x′y′z′ coincides with the based coordinate
system o− xyz. The homogeneous transfer matrix o

o′T of the rotary platform b relative to
the moving platform-a can be given as Equation (20). The position of the kinematic pair bi
in the based coordinate system can be shown as Equation (21):

o
o′T =


CφCθCψ − SφSψ −CφCθSψ − SφCψ CφSθ ∆x
SφCθCψ + CφSψ −SφCθCψ + CφSψ SφSθ ∆y
−SθCψ SθSψ Cθ ∆z

0 0 0 1

 (20)

bi =
o
o′T · bi

′, (i = 1, 2, 3). (21)
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of 3RPS rotary part.

By geometrical relationship, the coordinate values of point ai and bi can be obtained
easily in their respective coordinate systems. Through Equation (21), the coordinate values of
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the hinge point of the platform-b in the based coordinate system can be obtained. The position
vector li of the drive rod in the based coordinate system can be calculated by Equation (22),
and the equation of the inverse position model can be expressed by Equation (23):

li = bi − ai =
[
lix liy liz

]T , (i = 1, 2, 3) (22)

li =
√

lix2 + liy2 + liz2, (i = 1, 2, 3). (23)

3.2. Inverse Velocity Model and the Inverse Acceleration Model
3.2.1. The Inverse Velocity Model and the Inverse Acceleration Model of 3PUU Moving Part

By geometrical relationship, the position vector P of the center of platform-a can
be written by Equation (24). Taking a derivative with respect to time for two sides of
Equation (24), the velocity v of the center of the platform-a can be obtained by Equation (25),
where ω represents the angular velocity of the platform-a and ωi represents the angular
velocity of the fixed-length rod:

P = Ai + diei + li − αi, (i = 1, 2, 3) (24)

v =
•
diei + ωi × li −ω× αi, (i = 1, 2, 3). (25)

Calculate the dot product with the directional unit vector of the fixed-length rod fi for

two sides of Equation (25), and through mathematical calculation, the translational speed
•
d

of the slider can be obtained by Equation (26). The matrix equation of Equation (26) can be
expressed as Equation (27):

•
di =

fi
T

fi
T · ei

v, (i = 1, 2, 3) (26)

•
d = J1

•
X. (27)

In Equation (27),
•
X represents the translational speed of the moving platform-a, and J1

represents the velocity Jacobian matrix. They can be expressed as follows:
•
d =

( •
d1

•
d2

•
d3

)T

•
X =

(
vx vy vz

)T
(28)

J1 =
[

f1
T

f1
T ·e1

f2
T

f2
T ·e2

f3
T

f3
T ·e3

]T
. (29)

To establish the inverse acceleration model, first take a derivative with respect to
time for the two sides of Equation (26), as Equation (30). Calculate the dot product with a
directional unit vector of the fixed-length rod fi for two sides of Equation (30), and through

mathematical calculation, the translational acceleration
••
d of the slider can be obtained by

Equation (31). The matrix equation of Equation (31) can be expressed as Equation (32):

•
v =

••
d iei +

•
ωi × li + ωi × (ωi × li), (i = 1, 2, 3) (30)

••
d i =

fi
T

fi
Tei

•
v− fi

T

fi
Tei

ωi × (ωi × li), (i = 1, 2, 3) (31)

••
d = J1

••
X + K1, (32)
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where,
••
X represents the translational acceleration of the moving platform-a, K1 represents

the second order kinematic influence coefficient. They can be expressed as follows:
••
d =

( ••
d1

••
d2

••
d3

)T

••
X =

(
ax ay az

)T
(33)

J1 =


f1

T

f1
T ·e1
f2

T

f2
T ·e2
f3

T

f3
T ·e3

, K1 =


− f1

T

f1
Te1

ω1 × (ω1 × l1)

− f2
T

f2
Te2

ω2 × (ω2 × l2)

− f3
T

f3
Te3

ω3 × (ω3 × l3)

. (34)

As above, the inverse velocity model of the 3PUU moving part is expressed by
Equation (27), and the inverse acceleration model is expressed by Equation (32).

3.2.2. Inverse Velocity and Acceleration Models of 3RPS Rotary Part

By mathematical relationship, Equation (35) can be achieved, where li represents the
relationship between two hinges of the branched chain. Through mathematical calculation,

the velocity of the drive rod
•
l i can be obtained by Equations (36) and (37), where vbi

represents the velocity vector of the hinge point bi:

li2 = li · li, (i = 1, 2, 3) (35)

•
li = Qi · vbi, (i = 1, 2, 3) (36)

Qi =
li
li

, (i = 1, 2, 3). (37)

The velocity vector of the hinge point bi of the platform-b can also be obtained through
the Equation (38), where ω =

[
ωx ωy ωz

]T represents the angular velocity of platform-

b, v =
[
vx vy vz

]T represents the velocity of the center of platform-b, rbi represents the
position vector of hinge point in the moving coordinate system:

vbi = v + ω× rbi, (i = 1, 2, 3). (38)

Considering vx = vy = ωz = 0, the velocity
•
P of the rotary platform-b can be obtained

by Equation (39). By mathematical calculation, the velocity
•
li of the branched chain can be

calculated as Equation (40):
•
P =

[
ωx ωy vz

]T (39){ •
li = Qi · vbi = QiGbi

•
P

Gbi =
[

i× rbi j× rbi k
] , (i = 1, 2, 3). (40)

The matrix equation of Equation (40) can be expressed by Equation (41), where
•
q

represents the translational speed of the drive rod,
•
P represents the translational speed of

the rotary platform-b, J2 represents the velocity Jacobian matrix of 3RPS rotary part. They
can be expressed as follows:

•
q = J2

•
P, (41)

where
•
q and J2 can be expressed as follows:

•
q =

[ •
l1

•
l2

•
l3
]

(42)
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J2 =
[
Q1Gb1 Q2Gb2 Q3Gb3

]T (43)

By taking the derivation with respect to time for the two sides of Equation (40), and

through mathematical calculation, the acceleration of the drive rod
••
li can be obtained

as Equation (44), where Abi represents the acceleration of the hinge point bi of rotary
platform-b:

••
li = Qi ·Abi +

vbi · vbi −
•

li2

li
, (i = 1, 2, 3). (44)

The acceleration of the hinge point Abi can also be expressed by Equation (45),
where ε =

(
εx εy εz

)T represents the angular acceleration of rotary platform-b and

A =
(

Ax Ay Az
)T represents the acceleration of the center of the rotary platform-b:

Abi = A + ε× rbi + ω× (ω× rbi), (i = 1, 2, 3). (45)

Due to Ax = Ay = εz = 0 in this mechanism, the acceleration Abi of the hinge point bi

can be expressed as Equation (46), where
••
P is the acceleration of the rotary platform-b, Hbi

can be expressed as Equation (47). Through mathematical calculation, the acceleration
••
li

can be achieved, as Equation (48): Abi = Gbi
••
P +

•
PTHbi

•
P

••
P =

[
εx εy Az

]T
, (i = 1, 2, 3) (46)

Hbi =

i× (i× rbi) j× (i× rbi) 0
i× (j× rbi) j× (j× rbi) 0

0 0 0

 (47)

••
li = Qi

TGbi
••
P +

•
PT
[

Qi
T ∗Hbi +

1
li

(
Gbi

TGbi −GbiQiQi
TGbi

)] •
P(i = 1, 2, 3). (48)

The matrix equation of Equation (48) can be expressed by Equation (49), and
••
q

represents the acceleration of the drive rod,
••
P represents the acceleration of the rotary

platform-b, J2 represents the velocity Jacobian matrix of 3RPS rotary part, and K2 represents
the second order kinematic influence coefficient of 3RPS rotary part. They can be expressed
as follows: 

••
q = J2

••
P +

•
PTK2

•
P

••
q =

[ ••
l1

••
l2

••
l3
]T

K2m:n =
{

[U1]m:n [U2]m:n [U3]m:n
}

[Ui] = QT
i
∗Hbi +

1
li

{
GT

bi
Gbi −GbiQiQ

T
i

Gbi

} . (49)

As above, the inverse velocity model of the 3RPS rotary part is expressed by Equation (41),
and the inverse acceleration model is expressed by Equation (49).

4. Analysis of Numerical Simulation Result

The geometric parameters of the 3PUU-3RPS mobile die is shown in Table 2. R
represents the radius of the based platform-a, r represents the radius of the moving platform-
a, s represents the radius of the rotary platform-b, l represents the length of the fixed-length
rod, and α represents the angle of inclination of the screw in 3PUU moving part.
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Table 2. The geometric parameters of 3PUU-3RPS mobile die.

R/m r/m s/m l/m α /rad

0.5 0.3 0.2 0.35 0.7

4.1. Kinematics Simulation and Calculation Based on ADAMS and MATLAB

In this section, the kinematics simulation was accomplished in ADAMS (Automatic
Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems, Newport Beach, CA, USA). At the same time,
combined with MATLAB software (Matrix&Laboratory, Dubai, U.A.E), some simulation
results and the relevant theoretical analysis results were compared to verify the reliability
of the proposed analytic model.

Kinematics simulation is the process of finding the inverse model, that is, giving the
output, and then solving the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of each branch. First,
a 3D model was built through SolidWorks (Massachusetts, USA). Then, the model was
imported into ADAMS, and the constraint of the kinematic pair was added. Finally, a
driving force was applied to the end-effector.

Taking the fixed coordinate system o − xyz as the reference system, the motion pa-
rameters of the moving platform-a of the 3UPU parallel mechanism can be shown as
Equation (50), and the motion parameters of the rotary platform-b of the 3RPS parallel
mechanism is as Equation (51). Figures 10 and 11 compare the simulation results with
analysis results by the displacement curve, velocity curve, and acceleration curve of each
branched chain. The analysis model was validated by the comparison of the simulation
results with the calculation results.

x = 0.35× sin(5× t)
y = 0.35× cos(5× t)
z = 0

(50)


φ = 0.5× cos(5× t)
θ = 0.5× sin(5× t)
z = 0

, (51)

where x, y, and z represent the move function along x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, respectively
and φ and θ represent the rotational functions along x-axis and y-axis, respectively.
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Figure 10. Displacement, velocity, and acceleration curves in the 3PUU moving part. (a) Displacement
curves of each branched chain in 3PUU moving part; (b) velocity curves of each branched chain in
3PUU moving part; (c) acceleration curves of each branched chain in the 3PUU moving part.

4.2. Static Stiffness Analysis

During the forming process, the hybrid mechanism normally results in the stress
concentration and poor structural stiffness easily. Furthermore, it may affect the dynamic
property and positioning accuracy of the mechanism, and even cause mechanical damage.
Thus, it is necessary to carry out the static analysis to verify the stress distribution and
structural deformation of each component and joint, and also improve and optimize the
structural configuration and the rationality.

In this section, finite element simulation software ABAQUS (Paris, France) is used to
analyze the stiffness of the whole structure and its branch chains. The geometric models
were created and assembled in Solidworks, and then imported into ABAQUS. The FE
model is shown in Figure 12 which includes the based platform, moving platform, rotary
platform, PUU structure, and RPS structure. The based platform, moving platform, and
rotary platform were defined as rigid bodies. The PUU and RPS structures were defined as
deformable bodies which were given the material properties of tool steel Cr12Mo1V1, and
its specific parameters are given in Table 3. These deformable bodies were meshed by using
C3D4 solid elements which were four-node linear tetrahedron elements, and the minimum
element size was 1 mm. The interaction was set to general contact, where the slider in
the 3PUU structure was tied to the lead screw on the based platform. Because moving
parts of the structure are lubricated in practice, the coefficient of friction was identified as
0.1. The analysis step was identified as static general. In addition, the base platform was
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completely fixed, the mobility and rotation degrees of the 3PUU and 3RPS branch chains
were preserved. Through the bending test of an aluminum alloy tube with diameter of
30 mm and wall thickness of 2 mm by using a universal testing machine, it is found that
the bending force of the tube is 5 kN [29]. In order to verify the stability and rationality of
the designed mechanism, 15 kN force was used to simulate the mechanism. So a static load
of 15 kN was applied to the center of the rotary platform-b along four directions as shown
in Figure 13. The stress distribution is also shown in Figure 13. The static analysis of each
branch chain was also carried out. In addition, the static loads of 8 kN were applied, and
the stress distribution was as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 11. Length, velocity and acceleration curves in the 3RPS rotary part. (a) Length curve of each
branched chain in 3RPS rotary part; (b) velocity curves of each branched chain in the 3RPS rotary
part; (c) acceleration curves of each branched chain in the 3RPS rotary part.

Table 3. Material parameters of tool steel Cr12Mo1V1.

Material Property Value

Poisson ratio 0.269
Young’s modulus (MPa) 206,000

Yield strength (MPa) 430
Tensile strength (MPa) 780

Density (kg/cm3) 7.89
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Figure 13. Stress distribution along different directions. (a) Stress distribution along the direction-1;
(b) stress distribution along the direction-2; (c) stress distribution along the direction-3; (d) stress
distribution along the direction-4.
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Figure 14. Stress distribution of branch chain. (a) Stress distribution of branch chain RPS; (b) stress
distribution of PUU branch chain-1; (c) stress distribution of PUU branch chain-2.

By investigating the whole stress distribution, the maximum stress can be found
located at the U-joint of the PUU structure. On the branch chain stress distribution, the
maximum stress is located at the lower link of the branch chain. The maximum stress value
is 205 MPa, which is far less than the yield strength of tool steel Cr12Mo1V1. It is proved
that static stiffness can meet the requirements and the structure design is reasonable.

4.3. Analysis of Workspace

The main factors on the working space of the parallel mechanism are the length of
the rod, the angle of rotation of the kinematic pair and the interference of the connecting
rods [30]. The limitation about the length of the rod, the translational distance of each slider,
and the length of each drive rod must satisfy Equation (52) for this 3PUU-3RPS mobile die:{

0 ≤ di ≤ dmax
0 ≤ li ≤ lmax

, (i = 1, 2, 3). (52)

The limitation about the angle of rotation of the kinematic pair of the 3PUU-3RPS
mobile die must satisfy Equation (53). Through Equation (12), the angles of rotation φMi and
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θMi can be achieved by Equation (54). By geometrical relationship, the angles of rotation
φai and θai can be achieved by Equation (55):

0 ≤ φai ≤ φMax
0 ≤ θai ≤ θMax
0 ≤ φMi ≤ φMax
0 ≤ θMi ≤ θMax
0 ≤ θBi ≤ θBMax
0 ≤ θbi ≤ θbMax

, (i = 1, 2, 3) (53)

{
φMi = arccos liz

l
θMi = arcsin lix

liz

(54)

{
φai = φMi
θai = θMi

. (55)

The angles of rotation θBi and θbi in the 3RPS rotary part can be calculated by Equation (56),
where vector nbi represents the position vector of the base of spherical (S) joints:{

θbi = arccos li ·(o
o′Tnbi)
|li |

θBi = arccos liBi
|li ||Bi |

, (i = 1, 2, 3). (56)

For the 3PUU moving part, the maximum rotary angle of U joints is ±π/4, and the
maximum translational distance of the slider is dmax = 0.7 m. For the 3RPS rotary part, the
maximum rotary angle of spherical (S) joints is ±π/4, the maximum translational distance
of slider is lmax = 0.5 m. Through the polar coordinate searching method, the workplace of
this 3PUU-3RPS mobile die is calculated by using MATLAB and is shown in Figure 15. It is
found that the range of the mechanism is 0.3 m in the Z direction, and the range of motion
in the X and Y directions is ±0.2 m. Currently, the extreme structure of bending tubes is
characterized by small bending radii (Rd/D < 3) [31]. According to the results of the previous
FE simulation results by Equation (1), it is found that the bending die needs to move 55 mm
when the minimum bending radii is 90 mm [32]. Therefore, Equation (1) describes the
motion of tube bending that can be performed within the workspace presented in Figure 15.
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5. Conclusions

In this research, a 3PUU-3RPS hybrid mechanism for the free-bending forming of
tubes was presented. The rationality and reliability of the hybrid mechanism are verified
by theoretical analysis and simulation. The mechanism can better serve the needs of
production activities. The main results are as follows:
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1. The degree of freedom of the proposed mechanism was analyzed based on the screw
theory. It can meet the requirements of free-bending forming by combining the 3PUU
moving part and 3RPS rotary part.

2. In aspects of kinematics, the inverse position model, inverse velocity model and inverse
acceleration model were established based on structural characteristics of the 3PUU–
3RPS mobile die. Furthermore, the kinematics simulation and static stiffness were
accomplished. The corresponding numerical simulation and the relevant theoretical
analysis were also conducted to verify the reliability and feasibility of the mechanism.

3. Based on the inverse position model, the working space of this mechanism and the
relationship between end-effector and actuator was also presented.

To conclude, this study provides an in-depth understanding of the bending process
of tubes by theoretical and simulation analyses. Moreover, the designed 6-DOF hybrid
mechanism is appropriate for the spatial variable curvature tube-bending forming, which
provides theoretical guidance for building a device to accomplish the free- bending forming
of tubes. The next step, the experimental validation, will be carried out in future work.
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